The Great Lakes
a shared resource...
a shared responsibility
In this issue:
Discover how we all can take care of the GREAT LAKES as we share them with our neighbors and with the plants and animals they support, including those we might think of as pests.

Want to receive Conservationist for Kids at home? Subscribe to Conservationist magazine!
You'll get six issues of the award-winning Conservationist magazine each year, plus Conservationist for Kids in the October, February and April issues. Call 1-800-678-6399 for information about how to subscribe.

Visit www.dec.ny.gov for information for kids interested in the environment. Search for Conservationist for Kids to find activity sheets and cool Internet links.
More than 30 million people live in the Great Lakes Basin in the United States and Canada, four million of them in New York State. Great Lakes waters flow past the homes of New Yorkers every day where our state borders Lakes Erie and Ontario and the Niagara and St. Lawrence rivers. The lakes are used for drinking water for people living nearby, for recreation and for shipping. We depend upon some of the animals and plants in and near the Great Lakes for food.

Chemical pesticides can be useful in helping to manage pests. They are used in and around homes to control pests (e.g., wasps) and on farms to keep pests from damaging or destroying crops (e.g., European corn borer). When used wisely, pesticides can be helpful, but if we're not careful, they may be carried by surface waters and groundwater into waterbodies and their tributaries, harming them. **When coping with pests, we should learn about the role of each in the ecosystem and consider how best to deal with it—whether and how we can live with it, how we can prevent it from becoming a problem, or how to remove it.**

A **steward** is someone who takes care of things. An **environmental steward** is someone who recognizes their actions affect the environment and cares for it in a way that ensures people in the future will be able to enjoy it as we do today. There are lots of things for an environmental steward to think about: land, water, air and all the living organisms that depend upon them. The health of the Great Lakes is the responsibility of all people who live within the Great Lakes Basin or benefit from it.

An **ecosystem** is a natural community that includes all of the organisms (plants, animals, fungi, etc.) which interact with each other in an area, and the nonliving components they rely upon. The Great Lakes Ecosystem contains many different kinds of organisms. While we enjoy and benefit from many plants, animals and other organisms, there are some that people find bothersome and refer to as "pests." Plants, insects, mice and other rodents—even fungi and bacteria—can all be pests.
How you care for the land in one place can affect places far away and the animals and plants that live there. As water flows across the land, it picks up all kinds of things, from litter to chemicals, and carries them along tributaries to larger water bodies. The health of animals and plants throughout the watershed could be affected.

No matter where you live, you can be an environmental steward by caring for the land and water. This includes learning the best ways to live with and, if needed, manage the organisms some call pests. Consider the effects your actions may have on the environment as you and your family decide which pests you can tolerate, which you can tolerate in smaller numbers, and which you can’t tolerate at all.

**How you care for the land in one place can affect places far away and the animals and plants that live there.**

As water flows across the land, it picks up all kinds of things, from litter to chemicals, and carries them along tributaries to larger water bodies. The health of animals and plants throughout the watershed could be affected.

**No matter where you live, you can be an environmental steward by caring for the land and water.**

This includes learning the best ways to live with and, if needed, manage the organisms some call pests. Consider the effects your actions may have on the environment as you and your family decide which pests you can tolerate, which you can tolerate in smaller numbers, and which you can’t tolerate at all.
MANAGING PESTS

If an organism is a pest, we must choose wisely whether and how to treat it. Think like an environmental steward when deciding how best to handle pests without harming the environment.

ASSESS THE ORGANISM

1. Identify the living thing.
   - What is it?
   - Is it a nuisance, or is it harmful?

2. Does the organism benefit the environment?
   - How? (See “Pest or Pal” on page 7.)
   - Can you live with it (tolerate having it around)? If you can, you don’t need to do anything. If you can’t, you must find a suitable way to help manage the pest.

MANAGE THE PEST

1. Are there barriers you can use to prevent the pest from affecting you?
   Window screens keep insects outdoors.

2. Can you limit the pest's numbers by removing the things that are attracting it?
   Pests need food, water and shelter to survive. Getting rid of these things can help control them. Start by removing possible food sources.

3. If you need to remove a pest from your surroundings, can you do so by hand?
   Can anyone do it or just adults? Children can pull dandelions, but only adults should remove poison ivy.

4. Only adults may use pesticides to control a pest. They should consider the possible side effects to people and the environment and choose the least harmful option to do the job. It’s important adults read labels and understand the proper use of pesticides.

Pests are living things that harm people or the environment or simply bother us. They may spread disease, trigger allergies, damage plants in the garden or cause other problems. How people manage pests and take care of the land in a watershed or basin affects the health of the water and the creatures that depend upon it. Many organisms we call pests have helpful roles in the ecosystem. As environmental stewards, we consider the roles of other living things before deciding whether they truly are pests.
Students—for more information:

Lake Erie: Great Lakes of North America, by Harry Beckett (The Rourke Corporation, Inc., Vero Beach, Florida, 1999)

Lake Ontario: Great Lakes of North America, by Harry Beckett (The Rourke Corporation, Inc., Vero Beach, Florida, 1999)


www.dec.ny.gov/lands/25562.html DEC’s Great Lakes webpage

www.epa.gov/students/homework.html EPA’s Student Homework Resources information and activities webpage about water and the water cycle

http://glin.net/ Great Lakes Information Network


http://pested.unl.edu/pestpi University of Nebraska-Lincoln’s online “Pest Private Eye” game and comic book

Parents and Schools—for more information:

www.dec.ny.gov/chemical/41822.html DEC’s Pest Management for Schools, Day Care Centers and Parents webpage
Ideas for Exploring Your Environment!

**Pest Patrol**

Keep an eye open for plants and animals (or signs that they’ve been near) as you explore outdoors. Are they pests or pals? Why? When might a pest also be a pal—a good thing to have around? For example, milkweed in the garden may be a weed, but it’s also food for monarch caterpillars. A mouse in the house is not good, but one in the wild eats lots of insects and weeds and is, itself, food for many predators.

**Great Lakes CROSSWORD**

Read this issue of *Conservationist for Kids* to find the answers to the clues.

**Across:**

5. A Great Lake which borders New York State
6. A plant which is growing where it is not wanted
7. This group of lakes contains 18% of the world’s surface fresh water
9. A plant or animal that is bothersome to people
11. Buffalo sits at this lake’s eastern end
13. The largest of the Great Lakes
14. Water from this lake flows into Lake Erie
15. The only Great Lake which is entirely within the United States

**Down:**

1. Sea _____ is an invasive animal that feeds upon fish
2. A group of watersheds that drain into the same area
3. A stream or river that drains into a lake
4. An area of land where all the water drains to the same place
6. An invasive aquatic plant with hard, nut-like seeds
8. Someone who takes care of things
10. What 8 Down may take care of
12. A chemical used to control pests
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